EN
Thank you for your interest in Skinners – the revolutionary ultraportable sock shoes.
Knitted fabric
composition:

adults
48 % Polypropylene
18 % Viscose
18 % Cotton
9 % Elastane
4 % Polyester
3 % Polyamide

children
70 % Polyamide
13 % Polypropylene
13 % Cotton
2 % Polyurethane
2 % Elastane

Bottom layer:

2 layers of a phthalate-free anti-abrasive polymer compound.
The material‘s country of origin is Sweden.

Made:

In a super-secret factory in the heart of Europe (CZ).

Skinners are not a full-time substitute for your regular footwear. Skinners are not
recommended for extreme conditions. To maximize your comfort and minimize unwanted
odor, we recommend wearing thin socks inside your Skinners.
The size of Skinners is approximate: before the first use, try out the size you have bought.
Small or tight footwear may restrict blood supply to the limbs. If you suffer from orthopedic
or other problems, we recommend consulting a doctor before using the product.
Skinners are handmade, which means each pair is unique and might differ slightly in terms
of appearance. Initial crumbling of the bottom layer is normal and caused by surplus material.
The product is partly cut-, puncture- and weather-resistant.
Maintenance:

Allow Skinners to dry out and aerate after every use. It is recommended
to wash your Skinners in a washing bag on a gentle cycle at 30 °C/86 °F
or to hand wash them. Do not use a spinning program and dryer when
washing.

Manipulation:

To prevent damage to your Skinners and prolong their lifespan, always
take them off gently by hand. If you try to peel off the bottom layer, your
warranty is lost.

Skinners are produced without harming people, animals or the environment. The product is vegan and barefoot friendly. For any further questions or information, contact us at
hello@skinners.cc or visit www.skinners.cc.

Patented design and technology
Manufacturer: Skinners Technologies s.r.o., Cyrilska 508/7, Brno 602 00, CZ, VAT: CZ05019851

INSTRUCTIONS
Tip:
Wear thin socks in Skinners to maximize your comfort and reduce unwanted odor.
Liability Disclaimer:
Skinners are abrasion- as well as cut-resistant. Skinners are not abrasion- or cut-proof.
While they provide reasonable resistance to abrasions and cuts, objects can penetrate
them at any given time or in any given situation. Skinners are partially puncture-resistant,
but not puncture-proof. Be careful of sharp objects (such as nails, sea urchins, etc.), which
can penetrate Skinners without resistance.
Skinners are protective, but not completely resistant to every potential danger to your
feet. Beware of potential dangers on the surfaces you walk on. Be careful when riding
escalators and using moving walkways: 1) Stand facing forward in the center of the step. 2)
Step on and off carefully. 3) Do not touch the sides below the handrail. 4) Avoid the sides
of the steps where Skinners can become entrapped. Skinners are a product that wears out
over time and has a certain lifespan dependent on the regularity of usage.
No claims, representations or warranties, whether expressed or implied, are made by our
company as to the safety, reliability or performance of Skinners. In no event shall our company be liable for any direct, indirect, punitive, incidental or consequential damages, to
property or life whatsoever, arising out of or connected with the use or misuse of our
product.
Intended use:
Skinners are suitable for outdoor use on soft ground, sandy and forest paths, beaches, in
gardens, for water sports and swimming. While Skinners are protective, they can still be
punctured or cut by shells, corals, stones, sea urchins, etc. Skinners are not suitable for
long-term use on asphalt roads and paths with sharp objects; their durability may decrease as a result of such use.
We believe that Skinners will become your handy companion
during all of your travels, sports, and adventures.

